
1 INT- SOFIA’S BEDROOM NIGHT 1

Mom (Mary), an older attractive looking woman, tucks in her

daughter (Sofia) for bed, a cute little girl that’s missing

a front tooth. As mom is sitting on Sofia’s side she is

telling Sofia about the tooth fairy and the money the tooth

fairy leaves for little kids teeth. Sofia looks excited and

can’t wait till the morning so she can get the money for her

tooth.

MOM

Don’t forget to put your Tooth

under your pillow for the Tooth

fairy. The Tooth Fairy gives you

$5 for every tooth.

SOFIA

With a big excited smile and the thought of $5 she puts the

tooth under her pillow.

OK!

MOM

Mom gets up and is heading for the door to turn off the

lights

Sweet dreams sweetie!

SOFIA

Good night mom!

INT- MOMS BEDROOM SAME NIGHT

Sofia is standing at the side of her moms bed as her mom

sleeps.

SOFIA

Mom!

MOM rolls over half asleep with squinting eye as she tries

to focus and figure out why Sofia is standing at her bed in

the dark.

MOM

Sweetie, Whats wrong? Everything

ok?

Sofia raises her hand that is holding the hammer and begins

to hammer has hard as she can on her moms mouth knocking out

her teeth. Blood is flying everywhere as the hammer hits

Mary’s mouth. We can hear Mary’s slight screens of pain

with every blow.



2.

INT- SOFIA’S BEDROOM NIGHT

Sofia is getting into bed and putting her mom’s bloody

chipped teeth that she just knocked out under her pillow for

the tooth fairy so she will get more money.

2 INT- SOFIA’S BEDROOM NIGHT 2

We see a pair of legs. The most ugly disgusting legs to say

the least. Standing at the side of the bed reaching under

the pillow to retrieve something. Hand with broken dirty

long nails pulls out 5 or 6 bloody teeth. As its hand pulls

back the motion wakes up Sofia. Sofia turns to look back

over her shoulder to see the demonic Tooth fairy. We notice

that Sofia eyes have turned black, same as the demonic tooth

fairy. We finally get a full view of this Tooth fairy as it

opens it mouth to show its gums are nothing but bloody

disgusting pockets where teeth use to be.

END.


